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Manipulators 

A unified approach, based on Lyapunov theory, for synthesis and stability analysis 
of adaptive and repetitive controllers for mechanical manipulators is presented. This 
approach utilizes the passivity properties of the manipulator dynamics to derive 
control laws which guarantee asymptotic trajectory following, without requiring 
exact knowledge of the manipulator dynamic parameters. The manipulator overall 
controller consists of a fixed PD action and an adaptive and/or repetitive action 
for feed-forward compensations. The nonlinear feedforward compensation is ad
justed utilizing a linear combination of the tracking velocity and position errors. 
The repetitive compensator is recommended for tasks in which the desired trajectory 
is periodic. The repetitive control input is adjusted periodically without requiring 
knowledge of the explicit structure of the manipulator model. The adaptive com
pensator, on the other hand, may be used for more general trajectories. However, 
explicit information regarding the dynamic model structure is required in the pa
rameter adaptation. For discrete time implementations, a hybrid version of the 
repetitive controller is derived and its global stability is proven. A simulation study 
is conducted to evaluate the performance of the repetitive controller, and its hybrid 
version. The hybrid repetitive controller is also implemented in the Berkeley</NSK 
SCARA type robot arm. 

1 Introduction 
In recent years there has been a substantial amount of re

search effort directed toward the development of adaptive 
control algorithms for robotic manipulators. What has made 
this problem so challenging to the robotic and control com
munities is the fact that most of the terms in the manipulator 
dynamic equations of motion are complicated nonlinear func
tions of the joint coordinates, and some are in addition quad
ratic functions of the joint velocities. However, most of the 
early works in the field, and even some recent works, neglect 
the nonlinear dependence of the manipulator parameters on 
the joint coordinates in the stability analysis, or rely on local 
linearization techniques to prove the stability of the schemes. 
For examples of these early works, the reader is referred to 
Dubowsky and DesForges (1979); Horowitz and Tomizuka 
(1980); and Takegaki and Arimoto (1981). 

Some of the more recent works in this field, such as Slotine 
and Li (1986) and Sadegh and Horowitz (1987a), have suc
cessfully proven the global stability of the adaptive control 
schemes taking into account the complete nonlinear model of 
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the manipulator dynamics. Two key observations regarding 
the structure of manipulator dynamics have made the global 
stability proofs possible. The first observation is based on the 
fact that the asymptotic convergence of most Parameter Ad
aptation Algorithms (PAA) can only be proven if the param
eters being estimated remain constant. Thus, in order to 
estimate unknown inertial terms in the manipulator dynamic 
equations, nonlinear terms, which are functions of the joint 
coordinates, are reparametrized into a product of a matrix 
function of the joint coordinates, which is assumed to be 
known, and a constant unknown vector, which is dependent 
on the manipulator inertial parameters. For examples of the 
use of this technique, the reader is referred to the works by 
Khosla and Kanade (1985); Atketson et al. (1985); Craig et al. 
(1986); Slotine and Li (1986); and Sadegh and Horowitz (1987a). 
A major issue concerning the implementation of this technique 
is that the joint coordinate function matrix needs to be com
puted in real time. This may seriously limit the sampling rate 
of the control algorithm, since its computation involves a large 
number of transcendental functions of the joint coordinates. 

The second observation is that, in spite of their nonlinear 
characteristics, mechanical manipulators are passive dynamical 
systems. The latter can be rigorously proven by utilizing the 
relationship between the generalized inertia matrix and the 
Coriolis and centripetal acceleration terms in the equations of 
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motion. For examples, see Slotine and Li (1986) and Sadegh 
and Horowitz (1987a). 

Parallel to the adaptive control effort, there has been a 
significant amount of research directed toward the develop
ment of so-called "learning," "betterment," or "repetitive" 
control schemes for robot manipulators. These schemes are 
utilized in applications where the robot is required to execute 
the same motion over and over again, with a certain periodicity. 
The basic idea behind these techniques is to improve the track
ing performance from one cycle to the next by adjusting the 
input based on the error signals between the desired motion 
and the manipulator motion from the previous cycles. With 
consecutive iterations, the manipulator is expected to even
tually "learn" the task, and execute the motion without any 
error. Works which utilize repetitive types of control algo
rithms include those of Arimoto et al. (1985), Atkeson and 
Mclntyre (1986), Hara et al. (1985), and Tsai et al. (1988). 
Unfortunately, many of these works require some of the same 
assumptions concerning the linearization of manipulator dy
namic equations as in early adaptive control works. 

When a robot is expected to track a trajectory known in 
advance, such as in repetitive applications, the adaptive control 
schemes can be modified by incorporating apriori trajectory 
information to improve their performance. As presented in 
Sadegh and Horowitz (1987b), Bayard and Wen (1988), and 
Wen and Bayard (1988), the desired trajectory position, ve
locity, and acceleration signals can be used in the computation 
of the joint coordinate function matrix instead of the actual 
manipulator joint coordinates and velocities. As shown in Sad
egh and Horowitz (1987b), an additional nonlinear term must 
be included in the control law to preserve the global asymptotic 
stability properties of the original scheme. The advantage of 
these modifications are two-fold. First, since the desired tra
jectories are known in advance, the computation of the joint 
coordinate matrix can be done off-line, resulting in consid
erable improvements in the computational efficiency of the 
control algorithm. Secondly, since the desired trajectory signals 
used in the PAA (Parameter Adaptation Algorithm) are not 
contaminated by noise, the PAA will yield unbiased estimates. 
Thus, the resulting adaptive system is more robust to stochastic 
input disturbances and sensor noises. 

This paper extends the analysis techniques for adaptive con
trol in Sadegh and Horowitz (1987b) to the synthesis and sta
bility of repetitive control algorithms for robotic manipulators. 
The effectiveness of the repetitive control algorithms is dem
onstrated by simulation and experimental studies. 

2 Dynamics of Robotic Manipulators 
In this section we will review some important properties of 

the dynamic equations of motion for robotic manipulators 
comprised of serially connected rigid links. These properties 
will be utilized in the next section to derive nonadaptive, adap
tive, and repetitive tracking control laws. Consider an /j-link 
rigid manipulator expressed by 

c(x„,x„) can be expressed in the following form 

dt 
•xp{t) = xp{t) (2.1) 

M(xp)—xp(t) = q(0 - c(x„, xp) - g(xp) - dm(xp,q) + d„ 

where xp is the n x 1 vector of joint positions, xp is the nxl' 
vector of joint velocities, M(xp) is the nxn symmetric and 
positive definite matrix (also called the generalized inertia ma
trix), q(0 is the n x l vector of joint torques of forces supplied 
by the actuators, c(xp,xp) is the «X 1 vector due to Coriolis 
and centripetal forces, g(xp) is the n x 1 vector due to gravi
tational forces and d,„(xp,q) is the nxl vector due to friction 
forces. d„ is the nx 1 vector due to unmodelled disturbance 
forces. 

c(xp,xp) = C(xp,x/,)x/) = 

xp
TN\xp)xp 

xpW(xp)xp 

x/N"(xp)xp_ 
(2.2) 

where the N"s matrices are symmetric. 
The following relation is satisfied between the N"s matrices 

and the generalized inertia matrix M (Sadegh, Horowitz 
(1987a)) 

dM 
mxP) 

3m, /dm\ T 

dxp \dxpJ dxn 
(2.3) 

where m,- is the /th row (or column) of M and xpi is the /th 
element of xp. 

The /th element of the friction force vector d,„(xp,q) can be 
expressed as 

dmi{xm,qd = dci{xvi,qi) + d,pcm(t) (2.4) 

where dcl{xvj,qj) represents the Coulomb friction component 

and d,pcm{t) represents the linear friction component. xvi and 
Qi are the /th components of xp and q, respectively. 

Equation (2.1) can be rewritten in a more compact form by 
introducing the definition of the covariant derivative. Given 
a vector \p(t)eR", the covariant derivative of \p(t) along x ,̂, 

D 
denoted by —yp{t), is defined by 

jvp(t) = jvP{t) + M(x„) ~ ]C(xp, xp)vp, (2.5) 

where M(xp) is the generalized inertia matrix, and the /th ele
ment of the Coriolis vector C(xp,xp)\p, in equation (2.5) is 
given by 

c,{xpxp)\p = x / N ' C g v , = v / N ' ^ ) ^ , (2.6) 

where Cj(xp,xp) is the /"• row of the matrix C(xp,xp) in equation 
(2.2). 

Utilizing the definitions in equations (2.5) and (2.6), equa
tion (2.1) can be rewritten as 

M(xp)jxp(t) = fp(t), (2.7) 

tn V, -" Q(0 - g(xP) - d,„(Xp,q) + d„ 
Equation (2.7) is similar to the equation of motion of a 

single mass actuated by an external force, with the difference 

that the covariant derivative —, is in place of the time derivative 
dt 

—• In fact, the covariant derivative has similar properties to 
dt 
those of the conventional time derivative. By using the defi
nition of the covariant derivative, we can show that the fol
lowing property holds: For any vectors \lp and \2p in R"> 

D D 
-v r

lpM(xp)y2p = [M(xp) jy.pYyip + v' lp[M(xp) -v 2 / J (2.8) 

where M(xp) is the generalized inertia matrix. The formal proof 
of the property can be found in Sadegh (1987). 

2.1 Reparametrization of the Manipulator Dynamic Equa
tion. As was discussed by several authors (e.g., Khosla and 
Kanade (1985); Atkeson et al. (1985); and Craig et al. (1986)), 
the manipulator dynamic parameters M(x/]), C(xp)x ,,), and g(xp) 
can be reparametrized into products of known nonlinear func
tions of the joint coordinates and constant functions of the 
inertia properties of the manipulator and payload. Using this 
idea we define the nxm matrix W(.) and the mx 1 constant 
vector 0 such that, for any nx\ vectors v1; v2>

 v3> and v4) 

W(.) and 0 are given by 
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W(v„v2,v3,v4)e = M(v,)v4 + C(v„v2)v3 + g(v,) (2.9) 

Notice that W(vi,v2,v3,v4) is a linear function of v4 and 
W(v1,v2,v3,v4) = W(v1,v3,v2,v4). 

Using equation (2.9), we can reparametrize the manipulator 
dynamic equation as follows: 

M(xp)xp + C(xp,xp)xp + g(xp) = W(xp,xp,xp,xp)Q. (2.10) 

3 Control of Robotic Manipulators Using the Desired 
Compensation Control Law (DCCL) 

In this section we will discuss the motion control of robotic 
manipulators using a modification of the so called computed 
torque method. The control structure presented in this section 
will be utilized in subsequent sections in the design of both 
adaptive and repetitive controllers. 

The control objective is to force the manipulator to track a 
set of given joint positions and velocities with desirable dy
namics. We will denote the desired quantities by xjf) and xd(t) 
respectively. Assume that x^J) is differentiable and denote its 
derivative by xJJ), where xjf) is the vector of desired accel
erations. 

We first review the control scheme introduced in Slotine and 
Li (1986) and in Sadegh and Horowitz (1987a). This scheme 
employs an exact compensation for all the nonlinearities in the 
manipulator dynamics. Hence, we call this scheme the Exact 
Compensation Control Law (ECCL), also known in the ro
botics literature as the computed torque method. The control 
algorithm is a fixed PD controller plus a feed-forward inertia 
and Coriolis compensator. The control task is performed by 
employing an inner velocity and an outer position feedback 
loop. The inner velocity feedback loop contains the adaptation 
law and/or the repetitive law, if desired. The outer feedback 
loop is a fixed proportional position feedback. 

Let e(/) denote the tracking position error vector: 

e(0 = x / , (0-xd(0 (3-1) 
In order to guarantee the asymptotic stability of the algo

rithm, we need to introduce an auxiliary signal, vp(0, which 
is the reference velocity to the inner velocity loop (see Fig. 2). 
Its time derivative is denoted by u(/). 

yp(t)=xd(t)-\e(t)\p>0, (3.2) 

u(0=|vo. 
The reference velocity, \p(t), is the velocity an exact nonline-
arity compensation and decoupling control input will force the 
manipulator to follow (Horowitz and Tomizuka, 1980). 

Defining the reference velocity error signal to be 

e l X0=ipW-V) , (3-3) 
the control law which determines the actuator input is given 
by 

q(0 = VJ(xp,xp,yp,u)Q(t) - F„e„(0 - Fpe(0 + dm(xp,q), (3.4) 

where W(xp,Xp,vp,u) is defined by equation (2.9) and 0(0 is 
an estimate of the parameter vector 0 . ¥p = ap\„,\„ is the n x n 
identity matrix1 and F„ is a positive definite gain matrix. We 

I i 
define <r„ to be the minimum eigenvalue of M 2(xp)F„M 2(xp) 

T [ 

over all x^'s, where M(x/J) = M2M2. 
Employing the control law given by equation (3.4) in the 

system given by equation (2.1) results in the following error 
dynamics: 

'The diagonal structure of Fp is chosen for simplicity and poses no loss of 
generality in the analysis that follows. 

M(x/,)-e„ = - F„e„ - Fpe + wd (3.5) 

where 

wd = W(x p ,x„ ,vu)0 + d„(O, 0 = 0 - 9 . (3.6) 

As shown in Sadegh and Horowitz (1987b), the unperturbed 
closed-loop error system (i.e., wrf = 0) given by equation (3.5) 
is globally exponentially stable, i.e., both e„(0 and e(t) converge 
to zero exponentially from a given initial condition. 

In order to implement the ECCL given by equation (3.4) 
above, it is necessary to calculate the elements ofW(xp,xp,vp,u) 
in real time. This procedure may be excessively time consum
ing, since it involves computations of highly nonlinear func
tions of joint positions and velocities. Consequently, the real 
time implementation of such a scheme may be difficult. 

To overcome this difficulty we will now introduce several 
modifications to the control law in equation (3.4). The first 
modification consists of replacing xp by xd, x,, and \p by xd 

and u by xrfin the W(x/), x^v^.u) matrix. If the desired trajectory 
quantities, xd, xd, and xd, are known in advance, the com
putation of the \V(xd,xd,xd,xd) matrix can be performed off
line. 

The second modification consists of introducing an addi
tional nonlinear term, q„ in the control law. This term will 
have the role of compensating for the additional error intro
duced in the manipulator dynamics due to replacement of xp, 
xp, \p, and u by their desired counterparts in the W(xp,xp,xp,u) 
matrix. 

The modified control law is given by: 

q(0 = W(xrf,xd,xrf)xrf)0 - F„e„ - F„e 

+ dm(Xp,q)-q„(e„,e) (3.7) 

where 

\V(xd,xd,kd,xd)9 = M(xd)xd+ C(xd,xd)xd + g(xd) (3.8) 

and 0 is an estimate of 0 . 
The nonlinear term, q„, is given by 

q„(e„,e) = <r„lel2e„, ff„>0 (3.9) 

This control law, which uses the desired trajectory quantities 
in the nonlinearity feed-forward compensation, will be referred 
to as the Desired Compensation Control Law (DCCL) in the 
remainder of this paper. 

Applying the control law given by (3.7) to the manipulator 
(2.1), we obtain the following equation for the error dynamics: 

M(xp)-e„= - F A - F p e - A W ( e „ , e ) - q „ + ̂  (3.10) 

where 

wrf = W(xd,xrf,xd,xrf)0 + d„, (3.11) 

AW(e„,e) = (W(Xp,Xp,Vp,u) - W(xd,xd,xd,xd))G. 

and d„ are the unmodelled input disturbances to the manip
ulator. 

As can be seen in equation (3.3), an additional term AW(e„,e) 
is introduced. The following Lemma provides explicit bounds 
on AW(e„,e). 

(3.1) Lemma (Sadegh, Horowitz (1987b)): For the error sys
tem (3.10), the following equation holds 

AW(e„,e) = - XpM(Xp)eB + X/M(xp)e + AW(e„,e) (3.12) 

where AW(e„,e) satisfies the following inequality: 

lAW(e ! ),e)l<&,le„l+Z?2lel+d3( l e J I e l + X p l e l 2 ) . (3.13) 
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bltb2, and b3 in (3.13) are all bounded positive valued functions 
of xd and xd. 

We now present the following stability theorem for the 
DCCL: 

(3.2) Theorem (Sadegh, Horowitz (1987b)): For the error 
system governed by equations (3.10) and (3.11), under the 
conditions that a„, ap, and a„ are chosen sufficiently large, the 
unperturbed closed loop error system (i.e., wd = 0) is globally 
exponentially stable, i.e., both e„(0 and e(t) converge to zero 
exponentially from a given initial condition. 

Proof 
The proof of this theorem is based on the Lyapunov ap

proach. Let us first define the maximum and minimum eigen
values of M: 

X2„: = inf inf lM(xp)vl, X2„: = sup sup IM(xp)\l, (3.14) 
Xp ! v I - 1 Xp I v I = 1 

and the generalized error state vector: 

e = 

where 

Defining the Lyapunov function candidate by 

1. 1 1. 
V(t,e) = ^e r e = -e„rM(e + xd(t))ev + -a 2 | e 12 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

and utilizing the property of the covariant derivative given by 
equation (2.8), we obtain the following expression for the time 
derivative of the Lyapunov function candidate: 

dt 
-ff„le„l2-Xplepl2 (3.18) 

+ X/Xm
2e/e - e/AW(e„,e) - e/q„(e„,e) 

X,„ — X„ 
Notice that IM - X 2I„ I < . By using the expression 

for A W(e„,e) from Lemma (3.1), the definition of qn(ev,e) given 
in equation (3.9) and by choosing a„>(l + \p)bit we obtain 

dt 
K(/,e)< - [ l e ; l le7l]Q 

le„l 
le„l 

where 

and 

Q = 

o„ - Xn 

2aphm 

Q = 

63 + 4^! 

A A 2 / T 2 

25. 'P Vx„ / 

+0 

2ff„X„. 25, 

1 ^ 3 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

î p Am A 

(3.21) 

Notice that in equations (3.20) and (3.21) we have decomposed 
CT„ and Xp into: 

(3.22)' 

It is always possible to choose am <jp, and \p such that, Q > 0 . 
Thus, 

a„ = av + av and \ = \p + \p. 

fvitfy- -avtv
TM(Xp)tv-\pt

TVpt (3.23) 

< — 7V(t,e) < 0 where 7 = min(ff„,Xp) 

Thus, both e„(0 and e(0 converge to zero exponentially. 

For the purpose of facilitating the analysis in subsequent 
sections, we will decompose the velocity feedback gain F„ into 

such that F„, > 0 and F„, satisfies •vl 111 

minX(M 2F„2M
 2)>5„ 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

5„>0 is sufficiently large so that Q > 0 . 
Utilizing equations (3.24) and (3.25), equation (3.23) can 

also be rewritten as follows: 

dt 
K(/,e)< -e/¥vlev-\pe

T¥pe. (3.26) 

4 The Desired Compensation Adaptive Law (DCAL) 
In the previous section, it was shown that, in order to achieve 

asymptotic convergence to zero of the extended error e, exact 
knowledge of W(xp,xp,vp,u)Q or W(xd,xd,xrf,xd)9 was re
quired. In this section we will not assume any a priori knowl
edge of 0 . Thus, a parameter adaptation law will be introduced 
in order to estimate the parameter vector 0 on line. It will be 
shown that, under some mild conditions, the asymptotic sta
bility properties of the fixed parameter controller still holds 
in the adaptive case. 

The adaptive control law is the same as the DCCL, equation 
(3.4), with the difference that an adjustable 0 is used as an 
estimate of the unknown parameter 0 . 

q(0 = W(xd,xd,xd,xd)0 - F„e„- ¥pe 

+ d„,(x/,,q)-q„(e„,e) (4.1) 

The following parameter adaptation algorithm is utilized to 
update the parameter estimate vector O(t): 

- 0 ( 0 = -rw r(xd ,xd )x r f ,xd)e„(0, T > 0 
dt 

(4.2) 

where W(xd,xd,xd,xd) was defined in equation (3.8). 
Employing the control law given by equation (4.1) in the 

manipulator dynamic equation given by equation (2.1), we 
obtain the following error dynamics: 

D .. , 
M(xp)—e„ = - F„e„ - ¥pe - AW(e„,e) - q„ + W(xd,xd,xd,xd)6 + d„ 

d 
- e = e„-X/,e 

dt 
e = -rwr(xd,xrf>Xrf,xd)e„, r>o , 0 = 0 - 0 , 

(4.3) 

where 

AW(e„,e) = (W(xp,x /7,vp,u) - W(xr f ,xd ,xr f ,xd))0. (4.4) 

Notice that the parameter adaptation law contains only the 
desired trajectory quantities in its adaptation signal. Therefore, 
the adaptation signal W(xd,xrf,xd,xd) may be calculated and 
stored off-line. Additionally, the adaptation law in equation 
(4.2) is more robust to stochastic disturbances than the adaptive 
version of the ECCL (i.e., utilizing W(xp,xp,\p,u) instead of 
W(xd,xrf,xd,xrf)). This results from the fact that the matrix 
W(xd,xd,xd,xrf) is not contaminated with noise, hence avoiding 
noise correlation between the error signal and the adaptation 
signal. 

(2.2) Theorem: (Sadegh and Horowitz, (1987b)) For the 
unperturbed error dynamics governed by equation (4.3), i.e., 
du = 0, the following properties hold: 
(i) The error between the desired and actual trajectory 

converges asymptotically to zero, i.e., 
lim[x^O - xp(t)] = 0 and lim[x^/) - xp(.t)] = 0 
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(ii) If x^t) is uniformly continuous almost everywhere, then: 
(a) limW(xd,xd)xd,xd)G = 0 

( -Co 

(b) If in addition W(xd,xrf,xd,xd) is persistently exciting then: 
Iim9(/) = 0 
/ - C o 

Proof: See Sadegh and Horowitz (1987b). 

5 Repetitive Control Law (RCL) 
In this section we will consider the control of robotic ma

nipulators for repetitive tasks. By'a repetitive task we mean 
that the robot is required to execute the same motion over and 
over again with a fixed periodicity. Therefore, for these ap
plications, it is assumed that the desired trajectory signals, 
*A0, x,XO> and xJJ) are periodic and bounded. Namely, 

xd(t+T) = xd(t),xd(.t+T) = xd(t),xd(.t+T) = xd(t) (5.1) 

where T is the period. 
An immediate consequence of equation (5.1) is that the term 

W(xd,xd,xd,xd)9 is also periodic. We will denote this periodic 
term by wr(0 and assume that its lower and upper bounds are 
known for all t e [0,71. 

v/r(t) = W(xd>xd,xd,xd)Q, (5.2) 

Y/r(t+T) = V/r(t) 

and 

w_r. < wr((0 < wr/, for all t, (5.3a) 

where wr. and wr. are the known upper and lower bounds of 

wr/(/), and 

max{ l w r - w r l , l w r - w r l ] <rw (5.3b) 

The repetitive control law is given by: 

q(0 = wr(0 - F„e„- Fpe + d„,(xp,q) - q„(e„,e) (5.4) 

where the term wr(0 is an estimate of the periodic function 
wr(0. and all other terms in equation (5.4) are defined in equa
tions (3.4) or (3.7). 

The following "learning" algorithm is proposed for up
dating the estimate w r(0 : 

w;(0 = w r ( ; - 7)-KLeB(/) ,KL>0 (5.5a) 

ftXO = *(*,*«) (5.5b) 

where 7r(«) is the projection given by the following equation: 

rw*(0 if wo.(0 - 6 < w*(0 < w„.(0 + b 
*W5) = 5fl(0 if w*(0 < wrj.(/) - 5 (5.6) 

^wr /.(0ifWo(0>wr /(0 + « 

and 5>0 is a small arbitrary constant. 
Employing the control law given by equations (5.4)-(5.6) in 

the manipulator dynamic equation given by equation (2.1), the 
following error dynamic equation is obtained: 

M(xp)-ev= -F t e B -F ; , e -AW(e„ 1 e) -q„ + w f(/) + d8 (5.7) 

- e = e„-X,e 

where 

AW(e„,e) = (W(xp ,xp ,vu)-W(xd ,xd ,xd ,x r f))e. (5.8) 

and 

w r ( 0 - w X 0 - w r ( 0 - (5.9) 

Notice that the structure of the repetitive control in equation 
(5.4) is very similar to that of the adaptive controller given in 
equation (4.1), with the difference that the "learning" algo
rithm given by equations (5.5) and (5.6) is used instead of the 
adaptation algorithm in equation (4.2). Therefore, it is not 

surprising that the error dynamics in equations (5.7)-(5.9) is 
very similar in structure to that of equations (4.3) and (4.4). 

(5.1) Theorem: Assuming that the signal y/r(t) is both pe
riodic and bounded, with known period T and with known 
lower and upper bounds wr(0 and wr(0, respectively; for the 
unperturbed error dynamics governed by equations (5.7)-(5.9), 
i.e., d„ = 0, and utilizing the "learning" algorithm given by 
equations (5.5) and (5.6), the following property holds: 

The error between the desired and actual trajectory con
verges to zero asymptotically, i.e. 

lim[xd(0 - xp(tj] = 0 and lim[xrf(0 - x„(f)] = 0 
/ - C o ( - c o 

Proof 
The proof of this theorem will be carried out in a similar 

manner to the proof of Theorem (3.2). We will utilize the 
definition of the generalized error state vector, e, in equations 
(3.15) and (3.16), and define the following Lyapunov func
tional candidate. 

\\m = lf re + 1 j , _ T*T{T)KZ ' wr(r)tf T (5.10) 

Notice that the Lyapunov functional in equation (5.10) is the 
same as the Lyapunov function in equation (3.17), with an 
additional integral term. 

Differentiating equation (5.10) with respect to time, and 
taking into account the results obtained in the proof of Theo
rem (3.2), we obtain: 

jV(t,e) < -e„r(0F„,e„(0 - \pe
T(t)¥pe(t) + eft/)w,{0 

1 

(5.H) 

+ ^(t)KEl*M- yv'rV-mE^rV-m 

where the last term in equation (5.11) results from the differ
entiation of the integral term in the Lyapunov function. 
We will now consider two cases: 
Case i: w r ;-5<w*.(0^w r ;-l-5 for all /. 

In this case, from equations (5.3), (5.5) and (5.9) 

eftOwXO = - -[wJWKZ'wr(0 - v/Rt - 7)K£- [v/r(t - T)] 

~^l(t)KLe„(t). (5.12) 

Thus, 

-e„r(0 F„,+-KL e, (0-X pe r (0F pe(0<0. (5.13) 

Case ii: w*(0<wA ((0-8 or w* . (0>w^) + 6 for some i. 

In this case, if we allowed wr;(f) to be equal to w*(0 then 

— K(/,e)<0 as in equation (5.13) above. However, notice that 

since w r / ( 0 < w r ; « s w r ; ( 0 , 

I wr(0 - w r(012< I wr*(0 - wr(012. (5.14) 

Hence the Lyapunov functional does not increase after ap
plying the projection algorithm given by equation (5.6). 
Thus, 

limV(t)=Vss<a> (5.15) 

As a result, the extended error state, e , is bounded and, more
over, it is squared integrable (eL2). Also, from boundedness 

of y/r, it follows, from equation (5.7), that —e is bounded 
at 

which implies the uniform continuity of l e i 2 . The asymptotic 
convergence to zero of the position and the velocity tracking 
error, e and e„, immediately follows from Barlabat's Lemma 
(see Narendra and Valavani (1980)). 
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Remark 1: The projection algorithm (5.6) in the "learning" 
law in equation (5.5) was utilized in order to guarantee the 
boundness ofthe repetitive estimate wr(0- Notice however that, 
from the definition of the Lyapunov function candidate, V(t), 
in equation (5.10), the boundedness of the position tracking 
error, e and of the integral term 

2^ 

is guaranteed without the necessity ofthe projection algorithm. 
Remark 2: In actual implementations the "learning" law in 

equation (5.5) should be'modified by including a dead-zone 
to improve the robustness of the algorithm to noise disturb
ances as follows: 

e*z(0 = eX,(0+Kpe'Fpe(0, KP>Q 

\l__TwJ(r)KE'*r(T)dT 

w;(0 = w r ( / -7)-K L e„(0 ,K z .>0 (5.19) 

w,(0 = 

"wr*(f) if w,(0<w r*(()<w r(0 and Ie„(/)I >e 
wr(0 if wr*(0<wr(0 and \ev(t)\ >e 
wr(0 if wr*(0>wf(0 and \ev(t)\>t 

t W r ( / - 7 ) i f I e„(/) I < e 

where e is width of the learning dead-zone. Notice that with 
this modification, the convergence to zero of the extended error 
state, e, is no longer guaranteed, however lei can be made 
arbitrarily small by making e arbitrarily small. 

6 Discrete Time Implementation-Hybrid Repetitive 
Control Law (HRCL) 

The repetitive controller presented in the previous section is 
a continuous time controller. In the stability analysis presented 
in the previous sections, it was assumed that the estimate of 
the repetitive signal, v/r{t) is updated continuously in time. 
Although the implementation of such controllers is certainly 
possible utilizing analog magnetic recording and playback 
equipment, it is of practical interest to explore the implemen
tation of repetitive control laws utilizing digital computers. In 
this context the repetitive "learning" algorithm can no longer 
be analyzed as a continuous time algorithm, but rather as a 
discrete time algorithm. The control algorithm considered in 
this section is not fully a discrete time controller; only com
putationally or memory intensive operations in the control 
algorithm are implemented in discrete time. Thus, the con
troller is of hybrid nature. 

In the discussion to be presented we will assume that the 
desired trajectory period, 71s known, and is an integer multiple 
of the discrete time controller sampling time, At, i.e., 

T=NAt (6.1) 

where N is the total number of controller samples occurring 
during the period T. We will also define the sampling index k 
and the learning cycle index j such that, for any time tjk>0, 
which is a multiple integer of At, the integers j and k are 
uniquely defined by 

tjk=jT+kAtj>0 and N>k>Q. (6.2) 

Consider the following repetitive control law. 

q(0 = wr(0 - F„e„ - Fpe + dm(xp)q) - q„(e„,e) (6.3) 

where all terms in equation (6.3) have been previously defined, 
except that the estimate wr(0 in this case is updated by the 
following discrete time "learning algorithm": 

A(A- frdU,k-l) if tjk>t>tnk-n 
A ) lwJJ,k) if t = tJk 

*3(/,*) = *<# - 1 . * ) " KLe„*(y - 1 ,k) 

(6.4) 

et(j,k) = ) , j k ev(T)dr 

(6.5) 

(6.6a) 

e*2(j e*\T)dr 

and 

dU' ' Uvjj- Uk) if e*2(j- l,k)<e2At 

(6.6b) 

(6.6c) 

(6.7) 

where ir(-) is the projection law in equation (5.6), and e2 is the 
width of the learning dead zone, which will be subsequently 

defined. KP in equation (6.6b) is given by KP = -E, where \p is 
K 

a term of the minor velocity loop gain, X ,̂ as defined in equa
tion (3.22) and X„ will be subsequently defined by equation 
(6.13). 

The signal e*(j,k) can be interpreted as the average of the 
reference velocity error signal, e„, during the sampling interval 
[tjk>tj(k+i)\- Notice that, in order for the discrete time "learn
ing" algorithm in equation (6.5) to be causal, the signal 
e*(/'- \,k) of the previous learning cycle j — 1 is utilized in the 
computation of w%(j,k). 

In order to analyze the stability of the HRCL, we need to 
define the sampled value of the repetitive signal wr(f) at the 
instant tjk, 

wd(A:) = wf(0*) = wrac/+i)*). N>k>0, (6.8) 
the sampled repetitive signal error sequence 

y>JU,k) = yJik)--9ijU,k) (6.9) 

and the repetitive signal discretization error function 

Aw^O = wr(0 - wX/», AvTa = max I Av,d(t) I, (6.10) 
re[0,71 

where Awd is the upper bound of the error introduced in the 
discretization of the repetitive signal wr(t). 

We define the Lyapunov sequence 
s = N 

V(j,k) = -eT(tJk)e(tjk) + -%y/dU,s)Kl lvrdV,s) (6.11) 
s = k 

.s=k-l 

+ : J WJ(/+1,5)KL1W ( /(/+1>J) 
1 s = 0 

and the sequence 

AH/ to- {V(J'k+ 1 ) _ VU'k) f ° r N>k~° (6 12) A V[],K) -\VQ+I f0) _ V(j,N) foi k = N (*Al> 

fory>0. 
We also need to define the following quantities, which we will 
use in the sequel: 

X„: = <Tmin(F„,--A«L)>0 (6.13) 

p : = m a x j ^ , — j . (6.14) 

(6.15) 

2 

X„ X, 

Aw„ 

where Awd is defined in equation (6.10). 
(6.1) Theorem: Consider the manipulator repetitive control 

law, given by equations (6.3)-(6.7), along with the hypothesis 
of theorem (5.1), then we conclude that all the error signals; 
e„, e and wd; remain bounded. Moreover, 

U E e ^ / ^ / V + fce, (6.16) 

where lim denotes the upper limit, and 

/ 3 , = 2 ( P + V P A / + At), (32 = 
2rw\JpAt 

X„ 
(6.17) 
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Fig. 2 Repetitive control system block diagram 

We use the following notation for all the sampled sequences 
in the proof. 

s(i):=s(ti) = s(tJk), 

where i=jN+k. Also, we will use the following lemma in the 
proof of the theorem. 

(6.2) Lemma: Given the hypothesis of the theorem (6.1), we 
assert: 

(i) e*2(i)>e2At~AV(i)< - y ( e * 2 - e 2 A 0 , 

(ii) e*2(i)<e2At (for all k<i<j)- V(j)- V(k)<aie
2 + a2e, 

where 

ai = (j) + y/pAt)\v, a2 = VpAtr„ 

Proof: See Appendix. 
Proof of Theorem (6.1) 
The proof proceeds by contradiction. We assume that there 

exists a 5>0 such that for all k there exist an i>k such that 

e*2(0>(3,e2 + fte + 5. 

It is straightforward to see that there exists a sub-sequence of 
the sampled sequence, denoted by {/?,•), such that: 

(ii) There exist p* and pl+l such that p-,<Pi + 
\<pt <pi+\~ <pi+l with e*2(l)<e2At for all pt </</?,+ ," . 
Otherwise, the Lyapunov function decreases indefinitely, which 
is a contradiction. 
(iii)V(p?)-V(pi+1)<0 

Since e * (tp) > fre + /32e + <5, plugging in the values of ft and 

/32, from Part (i) of lemma (6.2), we note that: 

V(p, + 1) - V(p,) < - a,e2 - a2e -|x„5 (6.18) 

Part (//) of lemma (6.2) implies that 

V(Pui)" V(p?)*^e2 + a2e (6.19) 

Adding equations (6.18)-(6.19) together and using (Hi) and 
(iv), we obtain 

20 30 40 

time (sec) 

V(pi+l)-V(p)<-^8\v (6.20) 

Fig. 4 Axis 2 position error 

Thus, we conclude that V(p„)< V(p0)-'^8\„ for all n, which is 

a contradiction since K has to remain positive for all times. 
We now complete the proof by the following argument: bound-

( " / ( * + i ) _ r _ 
edness of e*z implies boundedness of \, e'e(T)dr, using 

lemma (A.l) of the Appendix, we may conclude that e is 
bounded for all times. In fact, it can be shown that the upper 
limit of e(0 converges to zero as e converges to zero. 

7 Simulation 
A model of a two degrees of freedom SCARA type robot 

arm was used in the simulation study to investigate the perfor
mance of the proposed algorithm. See Fig. 1 for the config
uration and corresponding parameters of the arm. The model 
is that of the Berkeley/NSK direct drive SCARA manipulator. 
The complete model description, which includes the nonlinear 
manipulator dynamics, as well as other nonlinearities, such as 
actuator saturation and Coulomb friction, and actuator and 
sensor parasitic dynamics can be found in Kang et al. (1988). 

Figure 2 shows the block diagram for the overall control 
system. The control gains used for both axes in the simulations 
are as follows: F„ = 40I; FP = 20I; and a,, = 10. The repetitive 
gain, KL, is 40. The desired position trajectory for both axes 

isx d l=x d 2 = 2.5-2.5cosf -=•), where period 7" is taken to be 

3 seconds. For the hybrid control, we used 10 millisecond for 
updating the repetitive control algorithm, and 1 microsecond 
as the integration step size for emulating the continuous torque 
input. The sinusoidal desired trajectories will produce a smooth 
desired repetitive input W(xrf,xd,xrf,xd). 

Figures 3-8 show the simulation results for both axes. The 
position and velocity errors as well as the errors between the 
(discretized) desired repetitive input and the actual adapting 
repetitive input for both axes converge to negligible values. 
The simulation shows very fast convergence for the first few 
periods. When the errors become smaller, the rate of conver
gence also slows down. This seems to be a common phenom-
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enon when gradient estimation algorithms, such as the ones 
presented in this paper, are used in repetitive control schemes. 

8 Real-Time Implementation 
The repetitive control algorithm was also implemented dig

itally using the Berkeley/NSK direct drive SCARA manipu
lator, and an IBM PC AT equipped with an Amadeus-96 single 
board controller from Integrated Motions Inc. The details of 
the experimental setup can be found in Horowitz et al. (1989). 
The desired trajectories chosen for the experiments correspond 
to a typical pick and place task. A plot of the desired joint 
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position, velocity and acceleration trajectories for both axes 
is shown in Fig. 9. 

For comparison purposes, a PD controller was first imple
mented. The PD control gains for axes 1 and 2 were Fpl = 200, 
F„, = 120, Fp2 = 20, and F„2=12, respectively. The feedback 
controller sampling time was 2 ms using the Amadeus-96 board 
with integer math. The desired trajectories were updated every 
8 ms. The results are shown in Fig. 10. Notice that friction 
compensation is not used in the actual implementations, hence 
the tracking errors are mostly due to friction forces at steady 
state. The error patterns are generally repetitive for both joints, 
with some slight variations in the extreme errors, and the steady-
state errors caused by stiction. 

In the case of the repetitive algorithm implementation, a 2 
ms sampling time was used for the PD control, while the 
repetitive compensation was updated every 8 ms. Simulation 
and experimental results are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, 
respectively. As shown in Fig. 12, the tracking error during 
the first cycle is exactly the same as when PD control alone is 
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Fig. 11(b) Repetitive control simulation results — axis 2 

utilized. However, the error decreases to within the deadzone 
once the learning action takes place. The deadzone size was 
0.05 rad, which is a function of the control sampling rate. Due 
to the slow PD control sampling rate, the resulting tracking 
errors are significantly larger than the errors with continuous 
PD control. However, the repetitive compensation still reduces 
the tracking error by 75 percent. 

Fig. 12(a) Repetitive control implementation results — axis 1 
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time (sec) 

Fig. 12(b) Repetitive control implementation results — axis 2 

9 Conclusions 
Several adaptive and repetitive control algorithms for the 

trajectory following of robot manipulators were presented. 
Although different in appearance, both the adaptive and the 
repetitive schemes were shown to have similar characteristics 
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which allowed us to analyze them uniformly. In fact, a unified 
Lyapunov based technique was developed for synthesis and 
stability analysis of both schemes, which utilizes the passivity 
properties of robot manipulators. A complete stability proof 
was also presented for a proposed hybrid version of the re
petitive control scheme. 

Simulation studies and real-time implementations were con
ducted to evaluate the performance of the repetitive controller. 
Simulation results showed that the continuous time repetitive 
controller forces all errors to zero, as asserted in the corre
sponding theorems. The discretization of the algorithms in 
general prohibit complete elimination of the tracking errors. 
Real-time results are in close agreement with the theory and 
show that the tracking errors are reduced to within the pre-
specified deadzone size. 

The repetitive controller is recommended when the desired 
trajectory is periodic. In such applications, the repetitive con
trol scheme provides a very simple adaptation algorithm and 
is very effective in removing any periodic tracking errors. The 
error convergence rate of repetitive algorithm, however, is 
slower than that of adaptive controllers (see Sadegh and Ho
rowitz (1987b) for the adaptive controller simulation results). 
It also exhibits less robustness to noise disturbances. Adaptive 
controllers, on the other hand, may be used for more general 
trajectories, but explicit information of the manipulator model 
structure is required in the algorithm formulation. For tasks 
in which the desired trajectory contains both periodic and non-
periodic signals, a combination of adaptive and repetitive con
troller may be utilized. 
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A P P E N D I X 

(A. l ) Lemma: L e t / - : ^ , ^ ] —R+ be differentiable and 
its derivative be upper bounded by k2 = s u p / ( r ) and 

rf[(i,t2] 

e > 0 , and assume tha t for any slt s2e[tut2] and 
?S2 

0<s2-s1<At, we have fdt<e2At. 

Thm:f(t2) -f{tx) < e2 + \J2Atke. 
Proof 

Let t* be such that f{t*) is the maximum of f{t) on 

[tut2]- Define 8* = y2At-. We now consider the follow-
K 

ing two cases: 
Case (/): t*-t{<8* 

For this case, 

An~M)= J f(T)dT^k2(t*-t,)^2Atke. 

Since f(t2) < / ( /* ) , we have 

f{t2)-f{tx)^sJlAtkt. 

Case (//): t*-tx>8* 
Notice that 

J t* 

T f(s)ds<k\t*-T). 

Hence, for 5<min(Af,f* - tx), we obtain 

*_/(t*)dT< \*_sf(T)dT+ \* &k\t*-T)dT 

k282 

8f(t*)<e2At + — . 

Dividing both sides of (A. l ) by 8, we obtain 

f(n^\k28. 

(A. l ) 

(A.2) 

Let 8m = min(At,8*). Since t*-t{>8*, clearly 
Sm^mmiAtJ^-ti), and 
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„ ., e2At k28m 
(A. 3) 

Notice that we have defined <5* to be the value that sets 
the derivative of the right-hand side of (A. 3) with respect 
to 8m to be zero. Hence if: 

(«)Sm = S*: 

For this case, the minimum occurs at 8* so that 

f(t*)<~sJlAtke 

f(t*)Se2 + jjke 

{b)8m = At, 

Combining (A.4) and (A.5), 

f(t*)<e2 + ^/2Atke 

Since M)J(t2) <f(t*), we have 

f(t2) - / ( ? , ) < e 2 + 

(A.4) 

(A. 5) 

Proof of Lemma (6.2) 
Part (0 

From equations (6.11) and (6.12), we obtain: 

l['J{k+i)d\_Tl AV(J'k)=ik jt\^mdt (A.6) 

+ fad + 1 ,k)K£ !wd(/' + 1 ,*) - j*dV,WZ l*dV,k) 

Utilizing the expression for the error dynamics in equa
tion (5.7) and the results in equation (5.11), we obtain 

r'j(k+D( 
AW,k)x\ -eftOF„,e„(0 

Jljk C 
- X pe r (0F pe(0 + e7

v(t)wr(t) {dt (A.7) 

+ ^wj(/' + 1 ,k)K£' wrf(/ + 1 ,*) - ^w J(/, *)Kf lYfJj,k) 

From equations (6.8)-(6.10) 

AV(j,k)s\ - e ^ O F ^ e ^ O 
J'jk C )̂ 

- Xper(0Fpe(0 + ejAw^f) J * (A. 8) 

+ ^dV + J . * ) K i 'w«(/ + 1 ,*) - •£*%(/,WE ]*dV,k) 
?'j(k+l) 

wj(/',*) , e „ ( 0 * 
"jk 

Utilizing the " lea rn ing" control law in equations (6.4)-
(6.6), we obtain 

JwJ(/'+U)Kr1wd(/+l,*:) 

~ •jwZU.WZ l*dV,k) = - e * T(J,k)KLe*v <j,k) (A.9) 

-yfd(J,k)e*(j,k) 

Thus, 

-\pe
T(t)Fpe(t) + eT

vAvid{t) j dt (A. 10) 

+ ^e*TU,k)KLe*(j,k) 

By the Schwartz's inequality 

I ej (/,*)!<; A*2 
[{/'<*+1) 

, ( / ) l 2* (A. 11) 

From equations (A. 10) and (A. 11), 
("/(*+ o r r i 

A J U * ) ^ ! . -ef t / ) F w - - A / K z V* C ~" V " 'L~ '" 2 
e„(/) 

- Xpey(0Fpe(0 + e„rAwd(0 rfr (A. 12) 

Adding and subtracting the term 

I 'j(k+D(fi 

'jk 
-lAw^Ol +7 l leJ ^ 

ft2 

in equation (A. 12), we obtain 

A ^ , * ) s ] [-e^(0 

- I 

Vul-^tKL-jp e8(0 

-X pe r (0F / )e(0J^ (A. 13) 

0'(*+i>r i A ft2 , i 

',* I' ̂ e"(0 ~ 2 A W d ( 0 ' dt ~ 7'Aw<xo' J d ' 
where the scalar h is selected such that 

F„ , - -A/K L -^I > 0 

By equation (6.10), we have: 
/j2f (/(*+1) 

\AwJ,t)\2dt< 
Ath2Aw/ 

4 J'# "x"' "" 4 
Utilizing equations (A.13), (A.14) and (6.6), we obtain 

(A. 14) 

AK(/,A:)< -x„+- g*2 
A 2 X „ - 1 

AtAvr/ 
(A. 15) 

The second term in equation (A. 15) is minimized with respect 
to h by selecting h2 = 2/X„. Thus, by choosing: 

and 

we get: 

KP 

6 2 > 

AV(j,k)<-

Awd 

L x j 
2 

2 _ -e2A0 

(A. 16) 

(A. 17) 

(A. 18) 

Part (w) 
We now consider the time intervals in which the learning is 

frozen. First, note that the signal wd remains bounded by the 
virtue of the projection algorithm, equation (5.6). In fact, from 
(5.3b) we have: IYtJ,tjk)1

2<rw
2 for all tjk's. Let us define the 

following Lyapunov function: 
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, , 1-T/. N-^ N /A im In this case, 
V ! = - e r ( ^ ) e ( ^ ) . (A. 19) 

2 [ H [nk+l) I 2 
Similarly to the proof of part (0, the derivative of V] can be J-*i ' T~ jiJk ' T ~ 2 "pe 

estimated as follows: 
d Aw^ + w2, >i C a s e ('0: m>k + 2 
—V,< <e2X„ + ^ = A:2. (A.20) i n this case, let tjk<ti<sl<ti+l<s2<tjm, then 

f'-(*+n " T 2 (",+ I C ' + 2 

The next step is to e s t i m a t e ' V,(r)rfr. By some algebra, V I ( T ) C ? T - J , , - V,(r)c?T+ j V,(T)c?r<X„pe
2A? 

f •• /A 1^ A ,c i ^ /£ 1^ -.7 . A *2 TI, Invoking the result of lemma (A.l), we conclude that 
from equations (A.17) and (6.13)-(6.16), V,<-A„pe* . Thus V . t y J - V . O ^ r S a ^ + a * for all t's in which the learning is 
("j(*+i) 1 frozen, where 
J \1(T)dT<-\vpelAt. 
Now, consider slts2e[tjk,tJm]. Consider the following cases: ' " (A.21) 
Case (/): m = k+ 1 a2= y2pAt rw 
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